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IMBEDDING THEOREMS FOR X-MATRICES WITH 
PARTIAL PRESCRIPTION OF THEIR INVARIANT FACTORS 
by J. DAVID VIEIRA38 
1. Introduction 
In this synopsis we shall present some results on partial prescription of 
invariant factors of matrices and submatrices. The main problem considered 
is the following: Find necessary and suffzcient conditions for the existence of 
square matrices A and B ouer an arbitrary field !K, of orders n and m 
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respectively, such that A is s-imbeddabb in B and hu.s a similarlity invariant 
factors some (not necessarily all) prescribed polywmials. 
We start by developing some basic results about chains, and we solve a 
general problem on the existence of a pair of interlacing polynomial chains 
satisfying some prescribed rank and degree conditions. We shall obtain a 
solution of the first problem as a matricial interpretation of a solution of the 
second one. 
2. Some Notation and Basic Results about Chains 
We denote by 9 a principal domain, by K an arbitrary field, and by K[ X] 
the ring of the polynomials over K. We shall follow very closely the notation 
and the concepts of M. de SB [2]. So, given x and y in 9, we write x <: y 
with the meaning x divides y. Let M be a complete set of nonassociates (see 
e.g. [ 11). In lK[ X] we shall take for M the set of nonzero manic polynomials. 
The divisibility relation <: is a partial order relation in M. The infimum and 
the supremum of x and y are respectively the unique 1.c.m. and g.c.d. of r 
and y in M, and we shall denote them by x V y and x A y. A chain over 9, 
or just a chain, is a sequence a = { CQ)~ E r with ai E 9 and ai <: oi+ 1 for all 
integers i. We denote by C the set of all chains over W. C with the partial 
order <: (defined in a natural way in the coordinatewise sense) is a complete 
and distributive lattice. We define the shifiing operator of order h, Dh, for 
any integer h, by 
Dhy is the chain (yiih: i E Z). 
The rank of a chain y is defined by 
All these concepts are valid when 9 = K[ h]. If a is a polynomial chain, 
we define the degree-n of (Y by 
deg,(a) := c deg( cxi) 
i<n 
We shall suppose that the zero polynomial has degree + cc if and only if 
either rank(a) < n or 0~~ + 1 for all i. 
Let fix, now, the integers A, 4, m, n, h (n < m < n + h; 
9, t, so < SI <. - . * < sq < 12; r, < rl < * * . < rt < m) and the elements of M 
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(x,, <: . *. <:xs,; t,, <: * . . <: E,, ). For sake of simplicity we shall agree that 
r, = sg = 0, XsO=<,=l,and m=n+p, p>O. 
We denote by C, the set of all chains y = ( yi)i E z such that y,, = X,,, 
j=1,2 ,...,q,andbyC( thesetof allchains S=(Si)i,z suchthat S,=i,, 
i=1,2 )...) t. 
It is easily seen that C, and C, are complete sublattices of C. Let 
X m=infC,, tm=infCE, X’v=supCx, 5” = sup C,. It is obvious that X”’ 
and XM are the chains with the following coordinates: XI” = 1 if i < sO, 
X:=X,, if si<i < s~+~, j=O,l,..., 4-l; Xy=Xs, if ias,; x;“=x,,, if 
i < sO, Xl? = Xs, if s~_~ < i < si, j = l,..., 4; X, l” = 0 if i > sq. The chains En’ 
and EM are defined in a similar way. We say that a chain /3 h-interlaces with 
a chain cx if /3 <: (Y <: D”fi; h > 0 is the order of the interlacing. We denote by 
Eh(x, 5) the set of all pairs (y, 6) of h-interlacing chains with y E C, and 
S EC,. It is equivalent to say that Eh(x, E) is the set of all pairs (y, S) 
satisfying the conditions (a) Xm <: y <:X”, (h) t”’ <: S <:[“, (c) S <:y 
<: DhS. We define the following chains: X’ := X”’ V t”‘; 5” := tn’ V D-‘I[“‘; 
xa := XM ,j D”.$“; ,$” := EM ,y X”. 
THEOREM 2.1. The following conditions ure equivalent: 
(i) E’(x, $1 is mmwty, 
(ii) X’ <:X0, 
(iii) 5’ <: E”, 
(iv) ,$“I <:XM and x”’ <: Dht”. 
Moreover, if one of these conditions holds, then (x’, EL) and (x0, 5”) are 
elements of Eh(x, E), and (x’, E’) = inf Eh(x, E) and (x”, 5”) = supEh(x, 5). 
This result is useful for the proof of the main results. 
We recall that a chain of invariant factors, a, of an arbitrary m X n 
matrix A over .%? is defined as follows: let r be the rank of A; then if 
I < i < r, the coordinate (Y~ is such that (Y~(Y~. . . ai is the g.c.d. of all i X i 
minors of A; for i < 0 let (Y~ := 1, and for i >, r let (Y~ := 0. It is obvious that 
r = rank(a) and that cyi <:aill. We recall that A is s-imbeddable in B 
whenever B is similar to a matrix B’ having A as a principal submatrix [2,3]. 
3. Main Results 
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, we begin by finding necessary 
and sufficient conditions for interlacing polynomial chains cx E C, andP E C, 
to exist and satisfy some rank and degree conditions. A solution to this 
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problem is given by the following theorem (see e.g. [S]): 
THEOREM 3.1. Let sq < fl and r, < n + p. The conditions 
(1) 5”’ <:x”, x”’ <: D2pz$M, 
(2) deg,(x‘) G fi < deg,,(x”>, 
(3) deg,+,(E‘) < G < deg,+,(P), 
(4) rfi +deg,,(x‘) G A +deg,+,(? A x”), 
(5) A +deg,+,(t‘) G V% +deg,,(xM A D2”E’) 
are necessary conditions for interlacing chains a E C, and /3 E C, to exist 
and satisfy the following conditions: 
rank(a) = n, deg,( a) = r?, 
rank(a) = n + p, deg.+,(P) = m. 
Furthermore, if x,, and 5, are decomposable in linear factors over M 
conditions (l)-(S) are also sufficient. 
To prove this theorem we consider four cases: 
Case 1: sq < 12, rt < n + p; 
Case 2: sq < n, r, = n + p; 
Case 3: sq = n, r, < n + p; 
Case 4: sq = n, rt = n + p. 
The sufficient condition of the theorem corresponding to Case 4, in which 
we prescribe x,, and ,$n+p, is hard to prove. The technical difficulties are due 
to some of the degree constraints. The translation of theorems about chains to 
theorems about matrices is possible by using some imbedding theorems for 
matrices, namely the S-Thompson interlacing theorem for invariant factors 
[2, 41. 
Let A = n and fi = n + p; by using a matrix imbedding theorem of M. 
de Sa [3, p. 991 we can obtain from Theorem 3.1 the following result, which is 
a solution of our main problem (see e.g. [6]). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let sp Q n and rt G n + p. Then conditions (l)-(5) of 
Theorem 3.1 are necessary for the existence of matrices A and B over M, of 
orders n and n + p and having similarity invariant chains a and j3, respec- 
tively, such that A is s-imbeddable in B, xm <:a <:x”, and 5” <:p <:t”. 
Furthermore, if xs, and [,, are decomposable in linear factors over K, then 
conditions (l)-(S) are also sufficient. 
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REMARKS. 
(1) By specializing the sequences (1;) and ( sj) in Theorem 3.2 we can 
obtain the three de Sa imbedding theorems for matrices with partial prescrip- 
tion of their invariant factors [3, p. 107-1111 as well as a result proposed by 
the author [5]. 
(2) When K is algebraically closed, our main result solves completely the 
class of imbedding problems for X-matrices with partial prescription of their 
invariant factors, over K, suggested by M. de SL in [3]. 
(3) The general solution of the class of imbedding problems referred to 
above when we don’t impose the linear decomposability over K of the 
prescribed polynomials is an open question. 
(4) Another open question is that of the eventual applications of these 
results to the solution of some problems in control theory. 
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SINGULAR AND NONSINGULARIZABLE 
HIGHER-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL MATRIX EQUATIONS 
by JOSE VITbRIA3’ 
1. 
In this synopsis we 
higher-order differential 
present some considerations on the resolution of 
homogeneous matrix equations. (The nonhomoge- 
neous and nonmonic case is somewhat demanding on the second member of 
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